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The numerical ranges and the smooth points of the unit sphere 

FRANK PIETSCHMANN and ADOLF RHODIUS 

I. Let Sp be the unit sphere of a complex Banach space (E, p). The set of all 
smooth points on Sp will be denoted by Fp. The element xÇ_Sp is a smooth point if 
and only if the Gâteaux derivative p' at x exists. We denote by VD (T) the spatial 
numerical range of T. If the unit sphere is smooth, then the relation 

VDp{T) = {p'(x, Tx) — ip'(x, iTx): x€Sp} 
holds. We assume that the set Fp is dense in the unit sphere Sp, e.g. this holds for 
separable or reflexive Banach spaces. We prove that for continuous operators T 
the closure of the set 

{/(*, Tx) - ip'(x, iTx) : x6 Fp} 

is the closure of a Lumer numerical range of T. 
II. Let Dp be the mapping of Sp into the power set of the dual E' of E defined by 

Dp(x) = {/€£': f(x) = 1, |/OOI — P(y), (yeE)}. 
We consider the continuous operator G: E-—E with the domain D(G)QSp. For 
a mapping Qp of D(G) into the power set of E' with 

0 ^ Qp(x) g Dp(x) (X£D(G)) 
the set 

VQP(G) = {/(Gx): fdQpix), x£D(G)} 

is called the numerical range of G corresponding to Qp. (See [7].) If card Qp(x) = l 
(x£D(G)) holds, then VQ (G) is a Lumer numerical range. VD (G) is called the 
spatical numerical range of G. 

Theorem 1. Let T be a continuous operator of Sp into E. If VQ (T\A) is a nu-
merical range of the restriction of T to the subset A of Sp with cl A=Sp, then there 
exists an extension Qp of Qpto the unit sphere Sp such that 

clVSp(T\A) = c\VQp(T). 
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Proof. Let xdSp\A. Then there are sequences (x„) in A and ( f n ) with 
f„dQp(xn) and p(x„—x)-+ 0. Since the unit ball of E' is weak*-compact, we can 
choose subnets (fp)piB of ( f n ) and (xp)f€B of (x„) and an fx£E' such that 

( f f f ) p i B is weak "-convergent to fx and p(x^—x) — 0. 
The inequalities 

\f.{y)\ ^ P(y) *€N) 
imply 

\f*(y)\^p(y) (y£E). 
But since 

/ f W = ft(xf-x)+fff(x); \fp(xfi-x)\ s p(x0-x) 

we deduce fp(xp)^fx(x) and fx(x)=1. So we have fx£Dp(x). Now we extend the 
mapping Qp by the definition 

n r \ - № > ( z ) f o r 
W ) ~ m for z€Sp\A. 

It is clear that the relation cl VQ (T\A)<gc\ VQ (T) holds. It remains to show that 
the scalar fx(Tx) is a cluster point of VQ (T\A) (x£Sp\A). By the construction 
there are nets (xf)fiiB of A and ( f f ) p i B with ft^Qp{xf) such that 

My) ~*fx(y) 0>€£) and / > ( * , - * ) - 0 . 

The inequality \ffi(Txp-Tx)\^p(Txp-Tx) and the continuity of T imply 
fp (Txp — Tx) —• 0. Hence from the relation 

fp(TXl)) = ffi(Tx)+ffi(Txe-Tx) 

follows ffi(Txfi)-^fx(Tx). 

Remark 1. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that there exists an extension 
QP of QP satisfying the condition card £?p(x)=1 (x€Sp\A). 

Theorem 2. Let T be a continuous operator of Sp into E. IfFp is dense in Sp, 
then the set 

cl {p'(x, Tx)—ip'(x, /Tx): x£Fp} 

is the closure of a Lumer numerical range of T corresponding to a mapping Qp defined 
on the whole Sp. 

Proof. We applicate Theorem 1 putting A=Fp. There exists exactly one 
mapping Qp ofFp into the power setof E' with 0^Qp(x)QDp(x) (x€F„). By [6] holds 

VQp(T\Fp) = {p'(x, Tx)—ip'(x, /Tx): x£Fp}. 

Hence by Theorem 1 the conclusion follows. 
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Corol lary 1. Let T be a linear continuous operator of Sp into E. If Fp is dense 
in Sp, then for the numerical radius vp(T) the following relation holds: 

vp(T) = sup \p'(x,Tx)-ip'(x,iTx)\. 
xiFp 

Remark 2. The condition cl Fp=Sp is fulfilled for separable Banach spaces 
(see [5]), and for reflexive Banach spaces (see [3]). 

Remark 3. Let E be a separable Banach space and let Г be a linear continuous 
operator of Sp into E. While the set 

cl {p'(x, Tx)—ip'(x, iTx): x£Fp} 
is the closure of a Lumer numerical range of Г defined on the whole Sp, in general it is 
not the closure of the spatial numerical range of T. We consider the following example. 

Let c0 be the Banach space of all complex null sequences x=(xt) equipped 
with the norm p(x)=max Then x£Sp is a smooth point on Sp if and only 
if the relation |x(| = l holds for exactly one coordinate x{ of x; let be |xi(;c)| = 1. 
Using the functional fx defined by 

fx(y) = Уцх)Х{(х) (у = (уд), 
it follows Qp(x) = {fx} (x£Fp). For the operator Г with 

Tx = , l/2x2, l/3x2, ..., l/nx„,...) (x£Cq) 
one obtains VQp(T\Fp)={\, 1/2, 1/3, ..., l/n, ...}. Therefore the set {IIn: «¡EN}U{0} 
is the closure of a Lumer numerical range of T defined on the whole Sp. The closure 
of the spatial numerical range of Tis the interval {l£R: O^A^l}. 
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